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world of fragrances

The owner of the Aroma Car brand is the 
POLISH company MTM Industries, with 
over 15 years of experience in the perfume 
industry. We have our own research 
laboratory. We work with many renowned 
laboratories and scientists around the 
world. MTM Industries supplies its products 

to most countries in Europe, such as 
Italy, France, England, Germany and 

Spain. Our products also reach the 
countries of Asia, the Middle East 
and America.

An extensive and unlimited 
range of products and aromas 

will satisfy and delight even the 
most demanding tastes. Everyone 

will find a fragrance for themselves. 
Our offer includes a wide range of 

possibilities, from strong fragrances for 
strong and independent personalities, 
through sweet but delicate fruit and floral 
aromas, to the freshness of the ocean.
Come with us into the world of fragrances!
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contents

PACKAGING TYPE

Display box

Master box

Jar

CAN BE USED

on a vent

on the mirror

standing air freshener

as a spray

on the Christmas tree
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01_cellulose

TECHNOLOGY 
Cellulose scented hanging freshener. 
The fragrance is released during the 
evaporation process.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Remove the freshener from the foil. Hang 
the product vertically on the rear view 
mirror and enjoy your favourite fragrance.

30 days The duration of the fragrance
* depending on weather conditions
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leaf
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

A cellulose freshener in hanging form, scented with liquid fragrance. Inspired by nature we 
designed a freshener in the form of a leaf scented with delicate fragrances. This perfect combi-
nation ideally fits each brand and model of car.
ŻYCIA

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 21 x 17,5 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 36
Number of packagings on europallet: 420ŻYCIA

anti-tobacco
5907718922585

aqua
5907718920871

black
5907718920888

bubble gum
5907718922844

cherry
5907718922158

green tea
5907718922578

lemon
5907718920864

new car
5907718920895

vanilla
5907718920888
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get inspired
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

A cellulose freshener in hanging form, scented with liquid fragrance. The phrases on these 
fresheners serve as inspirations for each new day.

woody aquatic
5907718927269

aromatic juicy
5907718927276

glamour fresh
5907718927283

floral fruity
5907718927290

cashmere  
patchouli

5907718927306

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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be active
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

 A cellulose freshener in hanging form, scented with liquid fragrance. Fluorescent colours 
ensure both a modern look and the freshness of the product.

ocean wave
5902846831617

spicy root
5902846831631

pink splash
5902846831624

green valley
5902846831600

fruity river
5902846831594

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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urban camo
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

A cellulose freshener in hanging form, scented with liquid fragrance. Fluorescent colours 
ensure both a modern look and the freshness of the product.

ŻYCIA

ocean race
5902846831662

ranco cliff
5902846831686

bubble gum
5902846831679

dangerous river
5902846831655

quick drop
5902846831648

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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city
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

Hang a modern urban style, cellulose freshener in your car,  combining originality and 
functionality.

black
5907718926675

bubble gum
5907718926705

lemon
5907718927146

new car
5907718926682

vanilla
5907718926699

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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v collection
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

V-collection is a VIP quality cellulose dedicated to fans of strong fragrances, it releases a 
premium fragrance for up to 30 days.

black
5902846835509

bubble gum
5902846835516

new car
5902846835523

silver
5902846835530

strawberry
5902846835547

vanilla
5902846835554

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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dia de los muertos
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

A cellulose freshener in hanging form, scented with liquid fragrance. Fancy designs printed on 
the product will take you to a world of ghosts and demons.

gold twilight
5902846831174

silver twilight
5902846831181

blue diamond 
girl

5902846831167

pink diamond 
girl

5902846831167

green diamond
girl

5902846832799

headphones 
skull

5902846832775

hat skull
5902846832782

oud&pepper 
skull

5902846831204

skull with pipe
5904224103811

skull in 
high-hat

5904224103804

violet diamond
girl

5904224103781

orange man
5904224103798

skull in a cup
5904224109196

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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life on the edge

roulette
 5902846832744

HANGING AIR FRESHENER

A cellulose air freshener for fans of games by the green table. Feel the Vegas Vibes from our 
Life on the Edge fragrances.

dice
5902846832751

black jack
5902846832768

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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royal brand

king
 5902846832720

HANGING AIR FRESHENER

You cannot lose with a King and Queen in your car! Cellulose air fresheners designed especially 
for card game lovers. The effect of gold and silver gives the products a noble look. 

queen
5902846832737

joker
5902846833994

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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back to 70‘s&90‘s

boom box
 5902846832706

HANGING AIR FRESHENER

Go back to the 70s or 90s with Aroma Car. Hang the cellulose freshener in your car, feel the 
power of the fragrance and time travel back to your favourite music era.

tape
5902846832690

disco ball
5902846832713

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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hype girls

hype girl cap
5902846832638

HANGING AIR FRESHENER

Something for fans of hip-hop, tattoos, and a free lifestyle. An awesome  design combined with 
cool fragrances to rock your world.

hype girl hair
5902846832621

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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street art

jaw
 5902846832676

HANGING AIR FRESHENER

Express yourself in your car with our ‘Arty’ cutting edge fragrances. 

mask
5902846832683

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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glitter series

lama
5902846832652

HANGING AIR FRESHENER

Unicorn
Who doesn’t want a Unicorn in their car? Wait no longer, here is our cellulose air freshener in 
the shape of a unicorn. This magical fragrance will Unicornize your world for up to 30 days.

Pink Perfume
Think Pink!  Light, refreshing, panther quality perfume for your car! 

Llama
Llama in your living room? No! Llama in your car? Why not? With our perfumed cellulose air 
freshener in the shape of a llama you too can have up to 30 days of luscious Llama fragrance & 
frolics in your car😊

pink perfume
5902846832645

unicorn
5902846832669

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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animals series
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

Take our cute collection of animals for a ride in your car. Release your inner fun loving kid and 
make every journey a pleasure with these pleasantly refreshing fragrances hung from your 
rear view mirror. 

flamingo
5902846834014

sausage dog
5902846833949

sloth
5902846834014

butterfly
5902846833932

alpaca
5904224109042

narwhal
5902846834366

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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fruits series

pineapple
5902846833925

HANGING AIR FRESHENER

Don’t go bananas, try our cool dude pineapples or avocados! If you don’t want the Blues, try 
our cool dudes!!!

avocado
5902846833918

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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games series

controller
5902846834007

HANGING AIR FRESHENER

Do you like games? We have something for you! Try the new fragrance from the Aroma Car 
Game  controller and you will find out what the smell of good fun is.

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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love series
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

Cute and cuddly, sweet and lovely, meet the LOVE series from Aroma😊 Give your loved one an
Aroma Car pendant from the Love series and express your feelings with this small gesture, it 
means so much.  Up to 30 days of LOVE-ly fragrance in your car.

dinosaur
5902846834656

sloth
5902846834632

llama
5902846834649

heart
5902846834663

hedgehog
5904224109677

bunny
5904224109660

unicorn
5904224109684

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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xtra
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

Xtra is a VIP quality cellulose dedicated to fans of strong fragrances, it releases a premium 
fragrance for up to 30 days.

black
5902846838081

bubble gum
5902846838159

cherry
5902846838142

gold
5902846838104

mukhalat
5902846838128

new car
5902846838135

silver
5902846838098

strawberry
5902846838074

vanilla
5902846838111

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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bee
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

Bee kind, Bee happy and Bee yourself!
 Bee familiar with our new car air fresheners and enjoy light and fresh fragrances with our little 
friend – the Bee.

bee yourself
white vanilla

5904224102050

bee yourself
yellow vanilla

5904224102067

bee happy
vanilla

5904224102074

bee kind
white vanilla

5904224102081

bee kind
yellow vanilla

5904224102098

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA
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car perfumes
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

Car perfume is a scented pendant created for people those truly appreciate elegant and 
unique fragrances. We used delicate, golden accents, beautiful graphics and a pleasant to the 
touch, matte material for the packaging. A feast for the senses!

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA

black
5904224103521

lumiere
5904224103545

mukhalat amber
5904224103538
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4elements
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

Elements are the ones ruling over us! Earth, fire, air, water... Those are the essence of the world, 
they have the power to create and cause destruction. If you can tame them, they will become 
your life companion...
Their essence is embodied in four fragrances which will calm your senses. Hang our car 
fragrance in your car and feel their power! Which one do you think will suit your temper?

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA

air
5904224100667

water
5904224100674

earth
5904224100650

fire
5904224100643
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uśmiechnij się
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

Smile with us and boost your and and your passengers’ mood (and even passers-by!) with 
a little air freshener. Cool fragrances combined with funny car-related sayings are a perfect 
recipe for happy journey :)

Auto rodzinne
Yoshi

5904224106683

Matka siedzi z tyłu
Diamond Girl

5904224106652

Szybszy niż sąsiada
New car

5904224106676

No nie pykło...
Orange

5904224106645

Ale urwał!
Pomelo

5904224106669

I cyk! Dwójeczka
Vanilla

5904224106638

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CI
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polskie krainy
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

Take an amazing journey with us! Visit Poland and its lands with Aroma Car. Fragrances of the 
Tatra mountain trails, a summer morning at Mazurian lakes and Baltic breeze: all in a series 
of air fresheners. No matter when you need it and no matter where you are – the feeling of 
Poland is right here with you.

Tatry
5904224106720

Mazury
5904224106744

Bałtyk
5904224106737

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CI
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perfumes

blackberry & bay
5904224113575

HANGING AIR FRESHENER

The Perfume scented car air freshener created for people who value elegant and unique 
fragrances. We used delicate, beautiful graphics full of shiny accents and eye-pleasing design.

peony blush
5904224113568

pomegranate
5904224113551

soothing sandalwood
5904224114886

sun-kissed lily
5904224114879

rain stonemoss
5904224114978

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CI
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american dream

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551YCIA

HANGING AIR FRESHENER

A cellulose scented hanging freshener. Fulfill your American dream and start a beautiful, 
aromatic journey.

vanilla
5904224102692

strawberry
5904224102685

black
5904224113131

cherry
5904224102715

black
5904224102708
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60 days

THE DURATION OF THE FRAGRANCE
*depending on  weather conditions

02_wooden  card

TECHNOLOGY 
Wooden card - a cellulose scented 

hanging soaked in a liquid fragrance 
composition, enclosed in a wooden 

body. The fragrance is released in the 
evaporation process.

HOW TO USE
Remove the freshener from the package. 

Hang the product vertically on the rear 
view mirror and enjoy your favourite 

fragrance.

Premium Wooden Car

products
list
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wooden card
WOODEN CARD

Elegant and simple in form, the Aroma Car air freshener made of  wood will perfectly fit into 
the interior of any car.
Thanks to the unique formula and used technology, the fragrance lasts up to 60 days!

black
5904224104504

bois de luxe
5904224104535

mukhalat
5904224104511

oud & pepper
5904224104528

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CI
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Loop gel

Intenso Perfume

Cup gel

Gel

Magic Gel

list  
of products03_gel

TECHNOLOGY 
High quality fragrance composition in 
the form of gel. The fragrance is released 
during the evaporation process; as a result, 
the gel shrinks.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Remove the freshener from the packaging. 
Place the plastic grip in its place at the 
back of the product. Install the product 
on an air vent and enjoy the power of your 
favourite fragrance.

40 Days The duration of the fragrance
* depending on weather conditions
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loop gel
GEL FRESHENER 

A polymer body filled with fragrance in a gel form. It is a simple form and effectively freshens 
every car.

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,3 x 8,4 x 20,2
Number of pieces in the package: 12
Number of packagings on europallet: 416

aqua
5908241631142

black
5908241631135

lemon
5908241631166

new car
5907718928983

red fruits
5908241631159

vanilla
5907718925999

mango
5904224114114

amber
5904224114107

lavender
5904224114121
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intenso perfume
GEL FRESHENER 

A hanging air freshener inspired by the shape of traditional perfumes. Its plastic body is filled 
with a fragrance composition in gel form. This luxurious freshener based on French aromatic 
compositions will refresh and enrich car interiors.

aqua blue
5907718921717

black jack
5907718921748

citurs squash
5907718921731

new car
5908241631029

red fruits
5908241631036

vanilla  
adventure

5907718921724

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 21 x 17,5 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 20
Number of packagings on europallet: 420YCIA
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gel
GEL FRESHENER 

A car air freshener in a jar with a cap, filled with a fragrance composition in gel form. Carefully 
chosen aromas will wonderfully refresh car interiors removing unpleasant smells.

cherry
5907718927993

lemon
5907718928754

aqua
5908241631715

forest fruits
5907718920277

black
5908241631722

new car
5907718928006

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 42 x 24 x 31
Number of pieces in the package: 12 x 4
Number of packagings on europallet: 42IA
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vanilla
5904224103057

bubble gum
5904224103064

new car
5904224103071

ocean
5904224103088

cherry
5904224109844

gel
GEL FRESHENER 

A car air freshener in a aluminum can  filled with a fragrance composition in a gel form. An 
interesting and original form and effectively freshens every car. The aroma is released through 
the holes in the plastic cap.

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 29 x 21,6 x 17
Number of pieces in the package: 48
Number of packagings on europallet: 130IA
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The duration of the fragrance

04_membrane

TECHNOLOGY
A membrane container filled with a liquid 

fragrance, placed in an outer carrier. The 
fragrance evaporates through micropores 

in the membrane.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Remove the product from the packaging. 

Pull the aluminium tongue, and feel the 
fragrance. Hang the product on the rear 

view mirror and enjoy the freshness inside 
your car.

30 Days

* depending on weather conditions

Car Membrane

Drop Control

list  
of products
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car membrane
MEMBRANE CONTAINER FILLED WITH LIQUID FRAGRANCE

A car air freshener in the form of a small membrane container filled with liquid fragrance. An 
intense aroma is released during the evaporation process. An innovative solution where the 
tiny membrane delivers a surprisingly powerful aroma.

aqua
5902846831037

cherry
5902846831754

lemon
5902846831044

new car
5902846831051

pine
5902846831068

red fruits
5902846831075

vanilla
5902846831082

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 21 x 17,5 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 20
Number of packagings on europallet: 432CIA
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drop control
MEMBRANE CONTAINER FILLED WITH LIQUID FRAGRANCE

The combination of a cellulose hanger and a plastic container filled with a liquid fragrance. You 
can control the intensity of the fragrance by soaking the cellulose with the desired amount of 
fragrance to suit your needs.

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 28,5 x 25 x 21
Number of pieces in the package: 16
Number of packagings on europallet: 95IA

dark bubbles
5904224118679

black
5907718922912

bubble gum
5907718922882

ocean
5907718922868

lemon
5907718922899

vanilla
5907718922998

mango
5904224118686

new car
5904224118655

oud & black
5904224118662

red fruits
5904224118648
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Organic

Hawaian Club

Organic Slide

Organic Pad

list  
of products05_organic

TECHNOLOGY 
Organic fibres soaked with fragrance, 
closed in an aluminium can. The aroma is 
released during the evaporation process.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Remove the plastic cap. Open the 
aluminium cover of the can. Put the plastic 
cap back and enjoy the intense aroma. The 
product can be placed in a cup holder or 
under one of the front seats.

30 Days The duration of the fragrance
* depending on weather conditions
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organic
AIR FRESHENER BASED ON ORGANIC FIBRES 

A universal air freshener based on organic fibres soaked with fragrance and enclosed in an 
aluminium can. The aroma is released through the holes in the plastic cap.

al oud
5907718920949

apple
5907718921014

aqua
5907718920987

black
5907718921038

cherry
5907718921205

coconut
5907718920994

black coffee
5907718921021

bubble gum
5907718920925

haramain
5907718920956

jasmine
5907718921007

lavender
5907718920963

lemon
5907718920970

rose
5907718926149

strawberry
5907718920918

vanilla
5907718920932

watermelon
5907718929904

grape
5902846834984

mukhalat
5902846838319

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 29 x 21,6 x 17
Number of pieces in the package: 48
Number of packagings on europallet: 130CIA
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hawaiian club
AIR FRESHENER BASED ON ORGANIC FIBRES 

A universal air freshener based on organic fibres soaked with fragrance and enclosed in an 
aluminium can. The aroma is released through the holes in the plastic cap.

cherry
5902846830795

fresh linen
5902846830801

mojito
83136

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 23,6 x 18,7 x 15,7
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 200CIA
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organic slide

bubble gum
5904224116927

cherry
5904224117443

black
5904224116903

vanilla
5904224116934

new car
5904224116941

strawberry
5904224116910

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 12,4 x 12,4 x 8,5
Number of pieces in the package: 40
Number of packagings on europallet: 252CIA

AIR FRESHENER BASED ON ORGANIC FIBRES 

A comfortable and elegant air freshener based on organic fibers soaked in fragrance and 
enclosed in an aluminum slide packaging. The scent is released when the can is opened and 
moved.
Note! The fragrance pad should remain in the can for the entire period of use.
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0087 0086

organic pad

black
5904224117405

cherry
5904224117436

new car
5904224117412

strawberry
5904224117399

bubble gum
5904224117429

vanilla
5904224117382

AIR FRESHENER BASED ON ORGANIC FIBRES 

A universal air freshener based on organic fibers soaked in fragrance. Perfect for your car, 
home, truck, camper, bathroom or office.. To use, cut along the dotted line on the packaging, 
then place the air freshener in an inconspicuous location while leaving it in the cut packaging.

Note! The fragrance pad should remain in the packaging for the entire period of use.

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): x
Number of pieces in the package: x
Number of packagings on europallet: xCIA
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0089 0088

40 Days

The duration of the fragrance
* depending on weather conditions

06_polymers

TECHNOLOGIA 
A safe material incorporating a fragrance 

which is released in during the evaporation 
process.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Remove the product from the packaging. 

Install it on an air vent in your car using the 
grip.

Manny 

Fresh bag 

Cat 

Art Cats - Quotes 

Art Cats - Little princess 

Art Cats - Cutie 

Hex 

Angry Dogs 

Dog 

Leaf 3D 

Butterflies  

Street Art 

Prestige Bag 

Lips 

Flower

Real Cats

Real Dogs

Mr. Bearded

Sport

Cutie Cats

Xshape

list  
of products
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0091 0090

manny
POLYMER AIR FRESHENER

Your little polymer ‘ Manny on the Move’. Where you go he goes too. A scented key ring or a 
car air freshener – you decide. Manny the mighty atom ! He may look ‘like Manny the Midget’ 
but he packs a punch in the fragrance stakes!

ŻYCIA

black
5907718929935

bubble gum
5907718929942

cherry
5902846831372

fresh linen
5902846831389

lemon
5907718929959

new car
5907718929966

sport fresh
5907718929980

vanilla
5907718929973

ghoust
5902846837251

mummy
5902846837343

ninja
5902846837350

pumpkin
5902846837244

christmas 
cookie

5902846831747

santa claus
5902846831723

elf
5902846836704

angel
5902846837268

reindeer
5902846836698

stylish black
5904224107796

biker new car
5904224108113

biker rosmary
5904224107789

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 14
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CIA
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0093 0092

aromanny 
game
DEDICATED PHONE GAME 

Manny has many advantages. Not only does it smell wonderful, but it also ensures great 
fun. Download aroManny Game by scanning the QR code or directly from Appstore or 
Google Play and play with Manny! Arrange polymer balls and gain scores. This puzzle 
game stimulates your brain and offers an involving activity for your free time. It is great 
fun for the whole family.

ŻYCIA

scan
QR code
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0095 0094

fresh bag
POLYMER AIR FRESHENER 

An aromatic decorative bag containing polymer balls scented with fragrances. Perfect for 
hanging on the rear view mirror or installing on an air vent.

bubble gum
5907718924923

lavender
5907718924947

new car
5907718926170

ocean
5907718926187

vanilla
5907718926071

black
5907718926088

lemon
5907718924930

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 29,5 x 11,5 x 20,3
Number of pieces in the package: 20
Number of packagings on europallet: 208CIA
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0097 0096

cat
POLYMER AIR FRESHENER 

A polymer air freshener in the shape of a cat. It is a car air freshener to be installed on an air 
vent, being, at the same time, an original decoration in your car.

ocean calm
5907718925692

pink blossom
5907718925685

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 14
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CIA
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0099 0098

art cats: quotes
POLYMER AIR FRESHENER 

A polymer air freshener in the shape of a cat. It is a car air freshener to be installed on an air 
vent, being, at the same time, an original decoration in your car.

bubble gum
5902846831976

fresh linen
5902846831952

black
5902846831969

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 14
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CIA
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00101 00100

art cats:  
little princess
POLYMER AIR FRESHENER 

A Cute Cat for your Car :) A polymer air freshener in the shape of a cat. It is a car air freshener to 
be installed on an air vent, being, at the same time, an original decoration in your car.

vanille noire 
odourco

5902846831891

fresh linen
5902846831914

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 14
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CIA
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00103 00102

art cats:  
cutie
POLYMER AIR FRESHENER 

A Cute Cat for your Car :) A polymer air freshener in the shape of a cat. It is a car air freshener to 
be installed on an air vent, being, at the same time, an original decoration in your car.

vanille noire 
odourco

5902846831945

bubble gum
5902846831921

blueberry
5902846831938

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 14
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CIA
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00105 00104

hex
POLYMER AIR FRESHENER 

Hex is a polymer air freshener designed for drivers who appreciate minimalism and modern 
design. Placed on a ventilation grille, it ensures freshness for up to 40 days. An original 
fragrance  based on French perfumes.

mukhalat
5902846835783

bubble gum
5902846835820

black
5902846835752

cherry
5902846835806

lemon
5902846835790

new car
5902846835813

silver
5902846835769

vanilla
5902846835776

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,3 x 8,4 x 20,2
Number of pieces in the package: 11
Number of packagings on europallet: 416CIA
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00107 00106

angry dogs
POLYMER AIR FRESHENER 

Woof Woof, I’m here! A polymer car air freshener in the shape of a dog. It is a car air freshener 
to be installed on an air vent, being, at the same time, an original decoration in your car.

black
5902846831853

fresh linen
5902846831839

new car
5902846831846

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 14
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CIA
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00109 00108

dog
POLYMER AIR FRESHENER 

Woof Woof, I’m here! A polymer car air freshener in the shape of a dog. It is a car air freshener 
to be installed on an air vent, being, at the same time, an original decoration in your car.

ocean calm
5907718925654

pink blossom
5907718925630

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 14
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CIA
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00111 00110

leaf 3d
POLYMER AIR FRESHENER 

A new formula of a fragrant polymer leaf to hang on the interior mirror of your car. Long-
lasting scent released during evaporation. 
 

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 8,4 x 20,2
Number of pieces in the package: 15
Number of packagings on europallet: 416CIA

bubble gum
5902846831242

mango
5904224118594

fresh linen
5902846831242

ice
5902846831273

lemon
5902846831280

new car
5902846831297
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00113 00112

butterflies
POLYMER AIR FRESHENER 

Polymeric butterflies are just perfect for all lovers of colours and scents. They will refresh your 
car interior and decorate the ventilation grill in a truly unique way. The two piece set allows you 
to either enhance the fragrance strength or extend its colourful life.

blueberry
5902846835325

bubble gum
5902846835332

cherry
5902846835349

fresh linen
5902846835356

lemon
5902846835363

new car
5902846835707

ocean
5902846835370

vanilla
5902846835387

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 8,4 x 20,2
Number of pieces in the package: 12
Number of packagings on europallet: 416CIA
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00115 00114

real cats
POLYMER FRESHENER

A polymer air freshener in the shape of a cat. 

happy fragrance
5904224102852

toffee cream
5904224102876

red coral
5904224102869

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 14
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CI
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00117 00116

real dogs
POLIMER FRESHENER
A polymer car air freshener in the shape of a dog. 

dream provance
5904224112172

mukhalat
5904224112165

black prestige
5904224112189

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 14
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CI
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00119 00118

cutie cats
POLYMER FRESHENER

A polymer car air freshener in the shape of a cat. 

vanilla cookie
5904224112134

ocean
5904224112141

bubble gum
5904224112158

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 14
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CI
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00121 00120

mr.bearded
POLYMER FRESHENER

Polymer air freshener with interesting graphics. Unique colors, strong print will make the 
interior of your car gain an original character.

coral
5904224108922

fresh linen
5904224108939

mukhalat
5904224108946

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 14
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CI
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00123 00122

sport
POLYMER FRESHENER 

A polymer air freshener created for fans of sports. Delicate fragrance, simple form and 
individual character is a perfect combination for your car interior.

mukhalat
5904224114657

black
5904224114664

ocean
5904224114640

vanilla
5904224114633

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 14
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CI
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00125 00124

xshape
POLYMER AIR FRESHENER 

X-shape is a polymer air freshener designed for drivers who appreciate minimalism and 
modern design. Placed on a ventilation grille, it ensures freshness for up to 40 days. An original 
fragrance based on French perfumes.

black
5904224108984

bubble gum
5904224109578

cherry
5904224108960

mango
5904224108991

mukhalat
5904224108953

silver
5904224108977

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,3 x 8,4 x 20,2
Number of pieces in the package: 12
Number of packagings on europallet: 416CIA
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00127 00126

Pump Spray

Pump Spray 50 ml

Spray Aroma Car

Pump Spray XXL

Kick Spray

Perfume

Dia de los muertos

list  
of products07_spray

TECHNOLOGY
High quality liquid fragrance composition. 
The aroma is released by pressing the 
atomiser which delivers just the right 
amount of aromatic mist.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Release the locking device on the neck 
of the bottle. Spray the aromatic mist by 
pressing the trigger of the atomiser.

Smells off immediately
* dosage depending on the user‘s needs
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00129 00128

pump spray 75ml
SPRAY FRESHENER

A liquid fragrance composition enclosed in a classic plastic bottle with an atomiser. The perfect 
combination of modern packaging and intense aroma.

apple
5907718926453

aqua
5907718926460

black
5907718926750

bubble gum
5907718926767

coconut
5907718925494

ice tea peach
5907718925470

lemon
5907718926477

new car
5907718926484

strawberry
5907718925487

vanilla
5907718926774

watermelon
5907718925463

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 14,4 x 17,5 x 13
Number of pieces in the package: 12
Number of packagings on europallet: 352CIA
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00131 00130

pump spray 50ml
SPRAY FRESHENER

A liquid fragrance composition enclosed in a glass bottle with an atomiser and a semi-
transparent colourful cap. The product is available in a wide range of fragrances.

antitobacco
5907718920574

aqua
5908241631685

black
5908241631869

bubble gum
5907718927979

earth
5908241631692

fire
5908241631678

green tea
5908241631654

lavender
5902846832089

lemon
5907718920604

new car
5907718920581

strawberry
5907718927962

vanilla
5907718920567

wind
5908241631661

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 33 x 24,6 x 20,5
Number of pieces in the package: 40
Number of packagings on europallet: 80CIA
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00133 00132

aroma car spray
150 ml
SPRAY FRESHENER 

A liquid fragrance composition enclosed in a plastic bottle with an atomiser, with a well-
designed, eye-catching label.

blossom
5902846830818

fresh linen
5902846830825

lavender
5902846832331

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 14,5 x 14,5 x 17
Number of pieces in the package: 9
Number of packagings on europallet: 280CIA
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00135 00134

pump spray xxl
150 ml
SPRAY FRESHENER

A liquid fragrance composition enclosed in a plastic bottle with an atomiser. A modern 
freshener in the form of spray that neutralises unpleasant smells and ensures the feeling of 
immediate freshness.

aqua blue
5907718923445

black jack
5907718923452

citrus squash
5907718923469

coffee
5907718923476

grapefruit
5907718923483

vanilla adventure
5907718923490

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 21 x 11,5 x 20,3
Number of pieces in the package: 12
Number of packagings on europallet: 280CIA
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00137 00136

kick spray
SPRAY FRESHENER

Kick it with Kick Spray! Just 1 squirt is enough to freshen your car interior. And make it smell 
wonderful. Due to its unique formula, based on aromatic oils, interior of your car will smell 
incredible! What is more, this spray does not contain alcohol.

green apple
5902846839545

black
5902846839521

cherry
5902846839552

black grape
5902846839576

lemon
5902846839538

mukhalat
5902846839514

strawberry
5902846839583

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 26 x 21 x 12,2
Number of pieces in the package: 42
Number of packagings on europallet: 195CIA
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00139 00138

pump spray 50ml 
perfume
SPRAY

A liquid fragrance composition enclosed in a glass bottle with an atomiser and a silver cap. The 
product is available in a wide range of fragrances.

blackberry & bay
5904224114916

sun-kissed lily
5904224114923

peony blush
5904224114909

pomegranate
5904224114893

soothing sandalwood
5904224114930

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 8,4 x 20,2
Number of pieces in the package: 6
Number of packagings on europallet: 416CI
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00141 00140

dia de los muertos

blue diamond 
girl

5904224109172

oud & pepper 
skull

5904224109189

pink diamond 
girl

5904224109158

skull in cap
5904224109165

SPRAY FRESHENER

A liquid fragrance composition enclosed in a plastic bottle with an atomiser. A modern 
freshener in the form of spray that neutralises unpleasant smells and ensures the feeling of 
immediate freshness.

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 21 x 11,5 x 20,3
Number of pieces in the package: 12
Number of packagings on europallet: 280CIA
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00143 00142

08_wick

TECHNOLOGY
Liquid fragrance enclosed in a glass bottle, 

evaporating through the cellulose wick 
placed in the neck of the bottle.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Unpack the product and remove the plug 

from the glass bottle. Place the wick in 
the bottle and cover with the plastic body. 

Install the product on an air vent in the 
vertical position.

Smells off immediately
* dosage depending on the user‘s needs

Ventis

Supreme

Air Vent

Speed 

list  
of products
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00145 00144

ventis
LIQUID FRESHENER ON THE VENTILATION GRILLE

An innovative product in its category, combining the effect of slow and long-lasting 
evaporation with intensity of fragrance.

blossom
5902846836346

cherry
5902846831402

gold
5902846833819

silver
5902846833826

black
5908241631043

forest fruits
5907718929157

green lemon
5907718929164

ocean calm
5907718929140

vanilla
5907718929171

black orchid
5902846832416

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,3 x 8,4 x 20,2
Number of pieces in the package: 5
Number of packagings on europallet: 416CIA
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00147 00146

supreme
LIQUID FRESHENER ON THE VENTILATION GRILLE

A product combining the effect of slow and long-lasting evaporation with intensity of the 
fragrance. It is both elegant and functional. It can be installed on horizontal or vertical air vents 
and the fragrance lasts up to 60 days.

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 21 x 11,5 x 20,3
Number of pieces in the package: 10
Number of packagings on europallet: 416CIA

antitobacco
5907718920499

aqua
5907718920475

black
5907718920505

coconut
5907718928501

lemon
5907718920468

new car
5907718920482

strawberry
5907718921397

vanilla
5907718920451
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00149 00148

speed
LIQUID FRESHENER ON THE VENTILATION GRILLE

A product combining the effect of slow and long-lasting evaporation with intensity of 
fragrance. The distinctive, long-lasting aroma and sporty look of Speed will turn every journey 
in your car in an unforgettable experience.

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 37,5 x 23,2 x 16,5
Number of pieces in the package: 22
Number of packagings on europallet: 90CIA

aqua
5907718923124

arctic
5907718926637

black
5907718923131

bubble gum
5907718927177

lemon
5907718923155

new car
5907718927160

red frutis
5907718923179

vanilla
5907718923186
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00151 00150

Wood

Wood mini

Biofresh

Crystal Wood

Perfume

list  
of products09_wood

TECHNOLOGY
The highest quality wood which, when 
soaked, releases a liquid fragrance during 
the evaporation process.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Remove the product from the packaging. 
Twist to open the wooden cork and remove 
the plastic plug from the glass bottle. Then 
thoroughly twist to close the wooden cork 
and turn the bottle upside down. Wait until 
the wood absorbs the liquid fragrance and 
turn the bottle back upright. Hang the 
product on the rear view mirror. Enjoy the 
freshness in your car for up to 50 days.

50 Dni The duration of the fragrance
* dosage depending on the 
user‘s needs
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00153 00152

wood
AIR FRESHENER WITH A WOODEN STOPPER

A wooden cork and a glass bottle containing a liquid fragrance are the secret of the power of 
this car air freshener. Innovative packaging makes it even more accessible.

antitobacco
5908241631173

aqua
5907718920390

black
5902846837800

bubble gum
5907718927153

coconut
5902846830139

fire
5907718920376

fresh linen
5902846831396

green tea
5908241631197

lemon
5908241631081

new car
5908241631104

ocean
5902846837824

vanilla
5908241631074

strawberry
5907718927955

dark bubbles
5904224109585

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 24,5 x 18,5 x 19
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 144CIA
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00155 00154

wood mini
AIR FRESHENER WITH A WOODEN STOPPER

A wooden cork and a glass bottle containing a liquid fragrance are the secret of the power of 
this car air freshener. Scented decoration made of ecological materials will refresh both the 
atmosphere and look of every car.

black
5907718921557

coconut
5907718927108

green tea
5907718921564

lemon
5907718921519

new car
5907718921533

ocean
5907718921526

strawberry 
&blackberry
5907718927085

vanilla
5902846837794

bubble gum
5902846830962

strawberry
5907718927085

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 39 x 29,4 x 21,3
Number of pieces in the package: 60 x 4
Number of packagings on europallet: 64CIA
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00157 00156

biofresh
AIR FRESHENER WITH A WOODEN STOPPER

A wooden cork and a glass bottle containing a liquid fragrance are the secret of the power 
of this car air freshener. The natural power of Aroma Car Bio Fresh makes this freshener an 
indispensable accessory for every rear view mirror.

apple
5902846836087

aqua
5907718920833

black
5907718920840

grapefruit
5907718920857

lemon
5907718920819

new car
5902846831235

strawberry
5902846836070

vanilla
5907718920826

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 29,5 x 11 x 20,3
Number of pieces in the package: 18
Number of packagings on europallet: 208CIA
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00159 00158

baby
5907718928402

charming lady
5907718928426

forest fruits
5907718928396

apple
5907718928433

fresh air
5907718928419

vanilla
5907718928440

AIR FRESHENER WITH A WOODEN STOPPER

Drewniany korek i szklana butelka z zamkniętą w jej wnętrzu kompozycją zapachową. Crystal 
Wood to nie tylko niebanalny design, a siła zapachu, jaką gwarantują oryginalne francuskie 
perfumy. Niezbędny dodatek do każdego lusterka samochodowego.

crystal wood

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 29,5 x 11 x 20,3
Number of pieces in the package: 18
Number of packagings on europallet: 208CIA
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00161 00160

perfume wood
AIR FRESHENER WITH A WOODEN STOPPER

A wooden cork and a glass bottle containing a liquid fragrance are the secret of the power of 
this car air freshener. Scented decoration made of ecological materials will refresh both the 
atmosphere and look of every car.

peony blush
5904224114831

pomegranate
5904224114824

soothing sandalwood
5904224114862

blackberry & bay
5904224114848

sun-kissed lily
5904224114855

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 26 x 17,5 x 17,3
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 180
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Fresh Bag

Classic Stones

list  
of products10_ceramic material

TECHNOLOGIA 
• ceramic granulate closes the gap in 
the recycling cycle, supporting the 
conservation of natural resources
• it absorbs the fragrance well and releases 
the aroma through evaporation
• mineral and environmentally friendly 
• light and pressure-resistant fragrance 
carrier 
• 100% recycled

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Remove the product from the packaging. 
Tie the ribbon on the rear mirror and enjoy 
your favourite fragrance.

40 Days The duration of the fragrance
* depending on weather 
conditions
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00165 00164

classic stones
AN AROMATIC DECORATIVE BAG CONTAINING CERAMIC BALLS
 
An aromatic decorative bag containing 100% recycled ceramic balls scented with fragrances. 
Mineral and environmentally friendly alternative to polymer material. It absorbs the fragrance 
well and releases the aroma through evaporation. Perfect for hanging on the rear view mirror.

diamond
5904224100483

emerald
5904224100476

quartz
5904224100490

ruby
5904224100506

sapphire
5904224100520

topaz
5904224100513

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 23 x 18 x 20,5
Number of pieces in the package: 20
Number of packagings on europallet: 160CIA
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fresh bag
AN AROMATIC DECORATIVE BAG CONTAINING CERAMIC BALLS

An aromatic decorative bag containing 100% recycled ceramic balls scented with fragrances. 
Mineral and environmentally friendly alternative to polymer material. It absorbs the fragrance 
well and releases the aroma through evaporation. Perfect for hanging on the rear view mirror.

black
5904224100766

bubble gum
5904224103002

lemon
5904224102975

new car
5904224100759

ocean
5904224102999

red fruits
5904224102982

vanilla
5904224100773

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 23 x 18 x 20,5
Number of pieces in the package: 20
Number of packagings on europallet: 160CIA
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00169 00168

10_nature series

Our Series of Nature products consists of 
compositions inspired by nature. All packaging 

is suitable for recycling. In this series we used 
post-production waste in the form of wood 

chips as one of the fragrance carriers. Bring 
some Nature into your interior!

30-40 Days

The duration of the fragrance
*w zależności od warunków 

Recycled and recyclable packaging

Safe fragrances  
without CLP pictograms

FSC certyficate

Nature cellulose

Nature organic

Nature sachet

Nature wood

Nature wood mini

list  
of products
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00171 00170

nature cellulose
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

Our Series of Nature products consists of compositions inspired by nature. All packaging is 
suitable for recycling. In this series we used post-production waste in the form of wood chips as 
one of the fragrance carriers. Bring some Nature into your interior!

cherry
5902846835868

coconut
5902846836117

coffee
5902846835899

lemon
5902846835882

ocean
5902846835875

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CIA
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00173 00172

nature sachet
A SACHET WITH WOOD CHIPS INSIDE

Our Series of Nature products consists of compositions inspired by nature. All packaging is 
suitable for recycling. In this series we used post-production waste in the form of wood chips as 
one of the fragrance carriers. Bring some Nature into your interior!

cherry
5902846835905

coconut
5902846836124

coffee
5902846835929

lemon
5902846835912

ocean
5902846835936

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 29,5 x 11 x 20,3
Number of pieces in the package: 20
Number of packagings on europallet: 208CIA
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nature wood mini
AIR FRESHENER WITH A WOODEN STOPPER

Our Series of Nature products consists of compositions inspired by nature. All packaging is 
suitable for recycling. In this series we used post-production waste in the form of wood chips as 
one of the fragrance carriers. Bring some Nature into your interior!

cherry
5902846836018

coconut
5902846836131

coffee
5902846836001

lemon
5902846835998

ocean
5902846835981

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 16,2 x 14 x 20,2
Number of pieces in the package: 60
Number of packagings on europallet: 175CIA
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nature wood mini
AIR FRESHENER WITH A WOODEN STOPPER

Our Series of Nature products consists of compositions inspired by nature. All packaging is 
suitable for recycling. In this series we used post-production waste in the form of wood chips as 
one of the fragrance carriers. Bring some Nature into your interior!

cherry
5902846836018

coconut
5902846836131

coffee
5902846836001

lemon
5902846835998

ocean
5902846835981

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 13 x 13 x 12,2
Number of pieces in the package: 18
Number of packagings on europallet: 480CI
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nature organic
ORGANIC FRESHENER

Our Series of Nature products consists of compositions inspired by nature. All packaging is 
suitable for recycling. In this series we used post-production waste in the form of wood chips as 
one of the fragrance carriers. Bring some Nature into your interior!

cherry
5902846835967

coconut
5902846836124

coffee
5902846835974

lemon
5902846835950

ocean
5902846835943

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 22 x 18,3 x 7,5
Number of pieces in the package: 15
Number of packagings on europallet: 260CI
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Prestige card

Prestige bag

Prestige spray

Prestige vent

Prestige organic

Prestige drop control

list  
of products11_prestige series

A luxurious collection of fragrances created 
for people who create their own reality 
every day. They do not wait for a decision, 
but decide for themselves, choosing the 
highest quality and style.
This is Prestige - minimalist, elegant 
graphics and the aroma of French 
perfumes.

30-40 Days

The duration of the fragrance
*w zależności od warunków
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00183 00182

prestige card
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

A cellulose freshener in hanging form, scented with liquid fragrance. A combination of modern 
design of the product with a fragrance containing the highest quality perfumes guarantees 
originality and luxury.

black
5907718926644

gold
5907718926668

silver
5907718926651

chrome
5902846835431

onyx
5902846835400

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 21 x 17,5 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 420CI
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prestige bag
POLYMER FRESHENER

An aromatic decorative bag containing polymer balls scented with fragrances. Perfect for 
hanging on the rear view mirror or installing on an air vent.

black
5907718925128

gold
5907718925135

silver
5907718925142

chrome
5902846835431

onyx
5902846835400

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 29,5 x 11 x 20,3
Number of pieces in the package: 20
Number of packagings on europallet: 208CI
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00187 00186

prestige spray
SPRAY FRESHENER

A liquid fragrance composition enclosed in a simple, yet elegant glass bottle with an atomiser 
and a metallic cap. 

black
5907718925296

gold
5907718925302

silver
5907718925319

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 25,5 x 21 x 20,8
Number of pieces in the package: 30
Number of packagings on europallet: 105CI
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00189 00188

prestige vent
LIQUID FRESHENER ON THE VENTILATION GRILLE

 An innovative product in its category, combining the effect of slow and long-lasting 
evaporation with the intense aroma of French perfumes.

black
5902846832041

chrome
5902846838210

gold
5902846832027

onyx
5902846838203

silver
5902846832034

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 17 x 11,5 x 20,3
Number of pieces in the package: 8
Number of packagings on europallet: 320CI
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00191 00190

presitge organic
ORGANIC FRESHENER

A universal air freshener based on organic fibres soaked with fragrance, and enclosed in an 
aluminium can. The aroma is released through the holes in the plastic cap. It is elegant and 
easy to use. 

gold
5907718925166

black
5907718925159

silver
5907718925173

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 23,6 x 18,7 x 15,7
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 200CI
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00193 00192

prestige drop 
control
MEMBRANE FRESHENER

The combination of a cellulose hanger and a plastic container filled with a liquid fragrance. You 
can control the intensity of the fragrance by soaking the cellulose with the desired amount of 
fragrance to suit your needs. 

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 21 x 17,5 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 20
Number of packagings on europallet: 504CI

black
5902846832072

gold
5902846832058

silver
5902846832065

onyx
5902846839705
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prestige wood
AIR FRESHENER WITH A WOODEN STOPPER

A wooden cork and a glass bottle a liquid fragrance are the secret of the power of this car air 
freshener. Prestige Wood is not only a unique bottle in an original packaging. Most of all, it is 
the power of fragrance guaranteed by original French perfumes.

black
5907718925296

onyx
5902846838203

chrome
5902846835394

gold
5907718925302

silver
5907718925319

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 8,8 x 20
Number of pieces in the package: 5
Number of packagings on europallet: 416CI
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00197 00196

30 -40 Days

The duration of the fragrance
* depending on weather conditions

12_merry christmas

Feel the Christmas magic today! The 
Christmas atmosphere can be created not 
only by the Christmas tree and the sight of 
falling snow ... we can use one more of our 

senses ... smell. Check out our Christmas-
scented products that will bring a magical 

atmosphere to your home or car.

Merry Christmas

Merry Christmas  3D

Manny Christmas - Manny

Felt scented pendant

list  
of products
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00199 00198

merry christmas

angel
5902846836841

HANGING AIR FRESHENER

A scented cellulose hanging freshener impregnated with a perfume oil. The fragrance is 
released during the evaporation process. 

A perfect decoration for your Christmas tree as well as for your car.

santa claus
5902846836810

bear
5902846836827

reindeer
5902846836834

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CI
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merry christmas 3d
HANGING AIR FRESHENER

A scented cellulose hanging freshener impregnated with a perfume oil. The fragrance is 
released during the evaporation process. Fix the two elements together and create your own 
3D product.
A perfect decoration for your Christmas tree as well as for your car.

angel
5902846836926

snowman
5902846836919

christmass ball red
5902846836902

snowflake blue
 5902846837220

snowflake gold
5902846837237

christmass ball blue
5902846836896

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CI

3D HANGING AIR FRESHENER
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00203 00202

manny christmas
POLYMER AIR FRESHENER

Your little Polymer man can be a key ring or an air freshener, as well as an original 
decoration in your car.

ŻYCIA

christmas cookie
5902846831747

santa claus
5902846831723

elf
5902846836704

angel
5902846837268

reindeer
5902846836698

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 14
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CIA
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00205 00204

a felt hanging air 
freshener
FELT SCENTED PENDANT

A felt air freshener soaked with liquid fragrance composition. 
A perfect decoration for your Christmas tree as well as for your car.

angel
5902846837190

christmas ball green
5907718927047

reindeer
 5902846837183

santa claus
5902846836681

christmas ball red
5907718927030

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CI
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00207 00206

Display in the shape of a Christmas tree

Forms of display for  
the Christmas offer

Shelf displays
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00209 00208

Large, standing displays

Examples of exhibition forms
Shelf displays

clip strip dedicated boards

traypack four-row display
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00211 00210

Pepsi

Turtle Wax

SmileyWorld®

Gas Monkey

product
list14_

licensed
products
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00213 00212

list  
of products

Pepsi Celullose

Pepsi Cellulose 2024

Pepsi Organic

Pepsi Sachet

Pepsi Wood

Pepsi Polymer

Pepsi Wood 2023

14_aroma car & pepsi

Pepsi fragrances car air freshener
Proudly Stand out

30-40 Days

The duration of the fragrance
* depending on weather conditions

PEPSI and the Pepsi Globe are trademarks of PepsiCo, Inc. Used under license. ©2024 
PepsiCo, Inc. 
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00215 00214

pepsi cellulose
CELLULOSE HANGER

Simple paper soaked with the perfume composition. The most popular form of car air 
freshener and the one that allows the best brand presentation.

pepsi cellulose can
5904224102463

pepsi cellulose globe
5904224102487

pepsi cellulose cap
5904224102470

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CI

PEPSI and the Pepsi Globe are trademarks of PepsiCo, Inc. Used under license. 
©2024 PepsiCo, Inc. 
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00217 00216

pepsi cellulose 
2024
CELLULOSE HANGER

Simple paper soaked with the perfume composition. The most popular form of car air 
freshener and the one that allows the best brand presentation.

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CI

pepsi mango
5904224113605

pepsi lime
5904224113582

pepsi vanilla
5904224113612

pepsi cherry
5904224113599

PEPSI and the Pepsi Globe are trademarks of PepsiCo, Inc. Used under license. 
©2024 PepsiCo, Inc. 
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00219 00218

pepsi organic
ORGANIC FIBRES SOAKED WITH FRAGRANCE

Organic material soaked with perfume. Most powerfull in terms of fragrance intensity and still 
one of the best sellers.

pepsi organic
5904224102517

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 29 x 21,6 x 17
Number of pieces in the package: 48
Number of packagings on europallet: 130CI

PEPSI and the Pepsi Globe are trademarks of PepsiCo, Inc. Used under license. 
©2024 PepsiCo, Inc. 
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00221 00220

pepsi wood mini
AIR FRESHENER WITH A WOODEN STOPPER

Europe’s number 2 best selling air freshener. Made of the high quality wood which, when 
soaked releases a liquid fragrance during the evaporation process.

pepsi wood mini
5904224102494

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 16,2 x 14 x 20,2
Number of pieces in the package: 60
Number of packagings on europallet: 175CI

PEPSI and the Pepsi Globe are trademarks of PepsiCo, Inc. Used under license. 
©2024 PepsiCo, Inc. 
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00223 00222

pepsi sachet
AROMATIC DECORATIVE BAG CONTAINING CERAMIC BALLS
 
Sachet made of the PCR expanded glass highly absorbing the perfume co position.

pepsi scented sachet
5904224102463

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 23 x 18 x 20,5
Number of pieces in the package: 20
Number of packagings on europallet: 160CI

PEPSI and the Pepsi Globe are trademarks of PepsiCo, Inc. Used under license. 
©2024 PepsiCo, Inc. 
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00225 00224

pepsi polymer
POLYMER
 
A polymer air freshener. It’s an air freshener to be installed on an air vent in your car.

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm):19,8x13x8
Number of pieces in the package: 14
Number of packagings on europallet: 551CI

pepsi polymer can
5904224115906

pepsi polymer globe
5904224115890

pepsi polymer cap
5904224115913

PEPSI and the Pepsi Globe are trademarks of PepsiCo, Inc. Used under license. 
©2024 PepsiCo, Inc. 
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pepsi wood 2024

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 15 x 10 x 20,5
Number of pieces in the package: 8
Number of packagings on europallet: 440CI

pepsi mango
5904224116385

pepsi lime
5904224116361

pepsi vanilla
5904224116378

pepsi cherry
5904224116354

AIR FRESHENER WITH A WOODEN STOPPER

The highest quality wood which, when soaked, releases a liquid fragrance during the 
evaporation process.

PEPSI and the Pepsi Globe are trademarks of PepsiCo, Inc. Used under license. 
©2024 PepsiCo, Inc. 
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Gas Monkey cellulose

Gas Monkey Spray

product 
listgas monkey

Product developed under Gas Monkey® license.
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00231 00230

gas monkey

leather touch 
(black)

5904224110253

HANGING AIR FRESHENER

Simple paper soaked with the perfume composition. The most popular form of car air 
freshener and the one that allows the best brand presentation.

leather touch 
(brown)

5904224110246

diamond wings 
(yellow)

5904224110260

diamond wings 
(red)

5904224110239

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 552
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00233 00232

gas monkey spray 
150 ml
SPRAY

A liquid fragrance composition closed in a classic plastic bottle with an atomiser. The perfect 
combination of modern packaging and intense aroma.

leather touch (black)
5904224110215

diamond wings (red)
5904224110192

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 21 x 11,5 x 20,3
Number of pieces in the package: 12
Number of packagings on europallet: 280I
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00235 00234

TurtleWax Cellulose

TurtleWax Organic

TurtleWax Ventis

TurtleWax Pump Spray 75ml

TurtleWax Wood Mini

TurtleWax Wood

TurtleWax Slide

TurtleWax Terpene Gel

product list

turtle wax

Products developed under Turtlewax® license.

Turtlewax® is the world‘s largest manufacturer of car cosmetics, as well as a 
synonym of the highest quality, innovation and breakthrough technologies in 
car cosmetics.
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turtle wax 
cellulose
HAINGING AIR FRESHENER

Simple paper soaked with the perfume composition. The most popular form of car air 
freshener and the one that allows the best brand presentation.

Product developed under Turtlewax® license.

bubble gum
5904224113667

cherry
5904224113650

lavender
5904224113643

strawberry
5904224113636

vanilla
5904224113629

ice
5904224115067

oud
5904224115050

new car
5904224116255

royal musk
5904224115043

berries
5904224115074

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,8 x 13 x 8
Number of pieces in the package: 24
Number of packagings on europallet: 551I
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turtle wax 
organic
ORGANIC AIR FRESHENER 

Comfortable and elegant air freshener based on organic fibers soaked in a fragrance and 
sealed in an aluminum can. The smell is released through the holes in the plastic cap.

Product developed under Turtlewax® license.

bubble gum
5904224113766

cherry
5904224113742

lavender
5904224113773

strawberry
5904224113759

vanilla
5904224113780

oud
5904224115098

berries
5904224115111

ice
5904224115104

new car
5904224116347

royal musk
5904224115081

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 29 x 21,6 x 17
Number of pieces in the package: 48
Number of packagings on europallet: 130CI
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00241 00240

turtle wax pump 
spray 75ml
SPRAY FRESHENER

A liquid fragrance composition closed in a classic plastic bottle with an atomiser. The perfect 
combination of modern packaging and intense aroma.

Product developed under Turtlewax® license.

bubble gum
5904224113841

cherry
5904224113865

lavender
5904224113858

strawberry
5904224113889

vanilla
5904224113872

berries
5904224115388

ice
5904224115395

royal musk
5904224115364

new car
5904224116316

oud
5904224115371

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 14,4 x 17,5 x 13
Number of pieces in the package: 12
Number of packagings on europallet: 352CI
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00243 00242

turtle wax wood 
mini
AIR FRESHENER WITH A WOODEN STOPPER

The highest quality wood which, when soaked, releases a liquid fragrance during the 
evaporation process.

Product developed under Turtlewax® license.

bubble gum
5904224113810

cherry
5904224113797

lavender
5904224113827

strawberry
5904224113803

vanilla
5904224113834

berries
5904224115296

ice
5904224115302

oud
5904224115289

new car
5904224116330

royal musk
5904224115821 

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 39 x 29,4 x 21,3
Number of pieces in the package: 60 x 4
Number of packagings on europallet: 64CI
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turtle wax 
slide

bubble gum
5904224117474

cherry
5904224117511

lavender
5904224117504

strawberry
5904224117498

vanilla
5904224117481

ORGANIC AIR FRESHENER 

Comfortable and elegant air freshener based on organic fibers soaked in a fragrance and 
sealed in an aluminum slide packaging.  
The smell is released when you open and slide the can. 
 
Product developed under Turtlewax® license.

oud
5904224117535

berries
5904224117542

ice
5904224117450

new car
5904224117528

royal musk
5904224117467

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): x
Number of pieces in the package: x
Number of packagings on europallet: xCI
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turtle wax 
terpene gel

black
5904224116514

exotic
5904224116507

shine
5904224116521

wave
5904224116538

TERPENE GEL

Terpene gel is a products based on the natural orange terpenes which are a predominant. 
Individual perfume notes penetrate the terpenes in a different way which results in a truly 
unique aroma. 
 
Product developed under Turtlewax® license.

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): x
Number of pieces in the package: x
Number of packagings on europallet: xCI
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turtle wax 
ventis

bubble gum
5904224115333

cherry
5904224115357

lavender
5904224115340

strawberry
5904224115319

vanilla
5904224115326

LIQUID FRESHENER ON THE VENTILATION GRILLE

An innovative product in its category, combining the effect of slow and long-lasting 
evaporation with intensity of fragrance.

Product developed under Turtlewax® license.

berries
5904224115159

ice
5904224115142

oud
5904224115135

royal musk
5904224115128

new car
5904224116323

LOGISTICS DATA

Size of the package (cm): 19,3 x 8,4 x 20,2
Number of pieces in the package: 5
Number of packagings on europallet: 416CI



Car air
fresheners

Manufacturer:
MTM Industries Sp. z.o.o.
ul. Metalowców 6,
62-800 Kalisz


